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Built for life

Naked Kitchens make beautiful, bespoke, bomb-proof kitchens that just don’t cost the earth.

Whether you’re cooking up a feast, having a quiet dinner party or hosting a riotous celebra-

tion, our kitchens are built to withstand culinary triumphs and baking disasters. They’re the 

canvas to romance and heartbreak, laughter and tears, chaos and calm.

In short, Naked Kitchens are built for life.

And then what would it look like for an artist?

Or a plant-lover?

We asked ourselves what a kitchen would look like for someone who loved dogs. How about if 

they really loved dogs? 
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Our colours

From expansive skies to glistening coastlines, our range 

of paint colours are inspired by the magni!cent Norfolk 

scenery that surrounds our workshop and showroom.

But we also know that in a kitchen, durability is 

everything. Our paint achieved the highest grade 

possible when tested for scratch resistance and it’s 

applied by our spray line, delivering a !nish that’s as 

bomb-proof as it is beautiful.

Can’t quite !nd the perfect colour? We also o"er a 

bespoke colour-matching service. All you need to do 

is give us the name of another brand’s paint colour, a 

RAL code, or a physical sample (A6 or larger) and we 

can paint your kitchen in any colour of your choice. 

Blakeney Channel

FlintHolkham Frost

Marsh Green

Night Sky

Meadow Thistle

Runway PierhousePamment

Morston Sails Wiveton Fern Bramble

Swallowtail Creek Thri#

Sandringham Pine Night Harbour

Wild Heather Misted Fen In The MudRadome

Beach Hut Point Blue Sea Froth

Oyster Catcher Samphire

Seal Pup White ShingleBaked Cley

Brancaster BlueBurnham Green
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How to buy
So, how does it work?

Get Inspired

What is it you’d love in your new kitchen? The island you’ve always imagined using 

with your family? The dishwasher of your dreams? Or maybe it’s !nally making the 

chaos of the Tupperware drawer a thing of the past? You don’t need all the answers 

- we’ll help you with all of this during the design - but we’ll want to hear what you’re 

dreaming of in your new kitchen.

Free Design Consultation

Ready to go? Book a free design consultation with us. 

One of our designers will talk through your project to !nd out how you live life in 

your kitchen and everything you’re looking for. Then, either in our Norfolk show-

room or virtually from the comfort of your own home, together we’ll create your 

kitchen. A#er our meeting, we’ll share some images of your new kitchen in 3D, so 

you can begin to visualise your space.

Place Your Order

A#er that, you’ll probably want to make some adjustments. We can revisit any as-

pect of your design with you, from changes of colour to a rethink on layout, they’re 

all !ne!

We’ll make any changes, and get your order placed. Then, we’ll do all the technical 

bits - ensuring everything !ts around annoying ceiling pitches - and start making 

your kitchen. Once all the details have been con!rmed, we’ll con!rm a delivery 

date and then the countdown begins…
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Contemporary kitchens
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BlenheimBlenheim
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Blenheim
Experience warmth and luxury in our Blenheim 

kitchen with rich walnut fronts, sleek J Groove han-

dles, high-end appliances, and clever storage - a 

chef’s dream.

Rich exposed walnut fronts bring abundant warmth 

to the e"ortlessly chic Blenheim kitchen.

Vibrant pops of Pamment bring the glazed units to 

life, whilst the Sandringham Pine ties in beautifully 

with the glazed herringbone tiled splashback.

The Blenheim boasts a combination of Sub-Zero & 

Wolf, Bora, Miele and Quooker appliances - a true 

chef’s dream!
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Camberwell
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Camberwell
The Camberwell kitchen showcases our iconic Lad-

broke handles in a $at !nish slab door. The kitchen 

is painted in our calming and elegant Flint colour 

which is timeless and works wonderfully in this mod-

ern minimalistic space. The wonderfully beautiful 

and practical double larder proudly shows o" our 

solid oak drawer boxes and spice racks.

The kitchen space feels very serene. The appliances 

are all hidden away, e"ortlessly capturing minimal-

istic design in this wonderful open plan space. Just 

dreamy to sit up at the island and enjoy.
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Castle MewsCastle Mews
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Castle Mews
A beautifully chic take on contemporary design, the 

Castle Mews kitchen features sleek Midgard han-

dles on walnut doors and cabinetry. 

Dividing the space, the peninsula island provides 

more worktop space, extensive storage and an 

additional seating area.

The White Quartz worktop and Brancaster Blue 

painted doors throughout add to the clean, fresh 

and light feel of the space. Splashes of warmth 

and charm are seamlessly blended into the design 

through the walnut backing to the Midgard doors 

and open shelving.
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Dulwich
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Dulwich
The Dulwich kitchen is a shaker inspired design 

with a fresh twist. The light mint green colours on 

the cabinets compliment the other pastel shades in 

the open plan room, and the marble e"ect quartz 

worktop and light $ooring enhance the crisp feel of 

the space.

A classic butler sink and traditional shaker cabinets 

are met with stylish gold handles and modern fur-

nishings and lighting, to achieve a timeless design.

Oak open shelving between two top cabinets 

breaks up the wall and adds a di"erent feature to 

the kitchen, allowing space to showcase cookbooks 

and cherished glassware and crockery.
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GlavenGlaven
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Glaven
O"ering a magni!cently contemporary style, the 

Glaven kitchen is achieved with a mix of brushed 

limed grain oak and painted white cabinetry in one 

of our glorious colours, Seal Pup White.

A tall larder unit provides ample storage for ambi-

ent ingredients and our distinctive Bar handles are 

!nished in brushed limed grain oak, bringing the 

design together in its entirety. Reeded glass on the 

corner wall cabinetry adds another texture to the 

space and is the perfect place to present glassware 

and crockery.view of the garden re$ected through-

out this bright captivating kitchen.

The large island brings copious space for storage, 

preparation and socialising. A brass tap and han-

dles and a white ceramic sink all add to the sleek 

style of the space. Caesarstone Cloudburst Con-

crete was selected for the worktops throughout the 

kitchen. A warm, grey marble style quartz stone, 

this crisp white concrete e"ect worktop provides a 

superb !nishing touch.
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StanhoeStanhoe
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The Stanhoe kitchen is constructed from White 

American Oak, which was chosen for its beautifully 

so# colour and unique grain pa%ern.  Each drawer 

front was cut from the same piece of oak to ensure 

a consistent look across all units.  The same natural 

material was used to create the Oak Super Stave 

worktops on both the island and base cabinets, 

$oating shelving, and a stunning oak architrave 

which perfectly frames the kitchen from its adjoining 

open plan dining area. 

Traditional box joints were chosen for the drawer 

construction to add subtle detail to the base units 

without detracting from the stunning natural grain 

pa%ern of the oak itself. 

 The double-edged nature of this construction 

method means that the joints can be seen from the 

front and side of the drawers, unlike dove-tail side 

joints which can only be fully appreciated when the 

drawers are open. 

Stanhoe
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Brancaster MarshesBrancaster Marshes
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Brancaster Marshes
This kitchens style is highlighted by its sleek han-

dle-less detail, bringing beautiful symmetry and 

contemporary elegance.

This beautiful space re$ects a modern vision as well 

as glorious light, with gorgeous white washed oak, 

glazed cabinetry and glass splash back. An open 

plan layout provides for a practical cooking space, 

with ample seating around the island and a spec-

tacular view of the garden re$ected throughout this 

bright captivating kitchen.

The glazed units show o" your prized crockery, 

whilst the matching utility boasts ample storage. 

Complete with a wonderful larder and wine unit, this 

kitchen is perfect for large family gatherings and 

entertaining friends.

With beautiful $oating shelves and hidden storage 

solutions, this kitchen is a refreshing take on the 

traditional kitchen.
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Cranbrook
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Cranbrook
Whilst the clients wanted the space to feel modern, 

they didn’t want it to feel too clinical, so we used 

natural !nishes throughout the room to keep it feel-

ing warm and homely. Exposed oak was combined 

with painted cabinetry in Oyster Catcher, to so#en 

the bold colour and keep the space feeling earthy, 

true to the client’s Scandi brief. We used a horizon-

tal grain direction on the exposed oak cabinets and 

the pieces of oak were carefully selected for each 

door so that the grain pa%ern looked consistent.

Beautiful handmade oak bar handles were used 

to tie the painted larder unit into the exposed oak 

doors in the run of base cabinets and were a great 

way to appreciate the natural beauty of the oak 

every time you opened the doors.

We used a combination of $oating oak shelving and 

glazed units instead of solid wall cabinetry to keep 

the space from feeling cramped. The Super Stave 

shelving between the window and oven stack were 

re$ected at the end of the kitchen next to the larder, 

meaning that every corner could be utilised for stor-

age, none being wasted as empty wall space.
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LadbrokeThe Original Ladbroke
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The Original Ladbroke
A fantastic handle-less style kitchen with a chic and 

modern vibrancy, contrasting natural hues of deep 

green and walnut timber, with beautiful bronze and 

Carrara marble overlays.

E"ortlessly capturing minimalistic design with a 

majestic edge, this stunning kitchen is the essence 

of practicality and e&cacy with a gorgeous walnut 

breakfast bar and plentiful storage space. Its beau-

tiful colouring complements its every feature and 

makes for a bold, timeless design. 
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Highgate
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An incredible modern, sophisticated kitchen made 

from one of the most traditional materials, walnut 

timber.

Grain visible doors and drawer fronts add a stun-

ning texture to the room that helps to give depth 

and intensity.  Sharp, fresh lines paired with our 

angled handle-less detail help to create a fresh, 

modern room that beautifully balances function 

and form.

An integrated fridge, hidden behind a large walnut 

door adds to the sleek, minimalist vibe of this room. 

Balancing the earthy, rich tones of the walnut and 

dark marble with the beautiful modern appliances 

and accessories creates a fresh, contemporary feel 

to this incredible room. 

A bespoke island with an American Black Walnut 

frame is a beautiful feature in this incredible room. 

With an integrated hob and a beautiful marble 

worktop set on an incredible minimalist frame, this 

island is simply stunning.

Highgate
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Hampton Court
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An eye-catching feature of this kitchen is the 

incredible copper splashback which has been 

hand-aged to create the beautiful colouring. The 

gorgeous combination of the dusky pink and bright 

peacock green cabinetry creates a beautiful bal-

ance that sits perfectly alongside the oak in the 

room.

With shaker drawers, an integrated hob and a 

downdra# extractor within the large dusky pink is-

land, this island beautifully balances traditional with 

innovative new technology.

The oak open shelving gives a natural beauty to this 

kitchen and is perfectly framed by the two glazed 

wall units. 

The large oak end grain worktop situated on the 

island is not only incredibly hardwearing, but also 

looks stunning. This pairs beautifully with the other 

oak elements in the kitchen, creating an incredible 

natural ambience, that is warm and inviting.

Hampton Court
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Kew PenthouseKew Penthouse
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So e"ortlessly chilled, this bespoke take on the Lad-

broke uses solid wood and open grain for its cabi-

netry. Cherry wood detailing on the handles cleverly 

links the kitchen back to doors retained from the 

original 1990s design.

With masses of wrinkle-free storage concealing top-

spec Miele appliances, this kitchen is fantastically 

practical. Fabulous features include the on-trend 

wok hob, the chrome Quooker tap, and the spec-

tacular minimalism of the cabinetry.

Super-smooth paintwork on the $ush cabinetry 

draws in daylight for a fresh sleek look, while dark 

parquet $ooring and luxurious black granite work-

tops are used to ground the $oating shelves and 

$yaway vibe of this contemporary aesthetic.

Kew Penthouse
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Classic kitchens
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Westward HoWestward Ho
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The Westward Ho is the best of both worlds - a con-

temporary Shaker kitchen featuring Sandringham 

Pine fronts, ample storage and an oak breakfast 

bar, seamlessly blending traditional style with mod-

ern design.

Grain visible fronts in Sandringham Pine are the 

star of the show, concealing an enviable amount of 

storage including a corner pantry, plus a concealed 

walk-through to the laundry room.

A contemporary Shaker kitchen, Westward Ho con-

trasts the rich green of Sandringham Pine against a 

modern white backdrop.

The design also includes two fabulous larders with 

spice racks and drawers, one of which is ki%ed out 

as a co"ee station. 

Westward Ho
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Chepstow Villas
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A stunning design that combines traditional shaker 

colours with vibrant glazed cabinets for a unique 

blend of classic and contemporary.

A bright and airy ambiance is achieved in this 

kitchen with light Holkham Frost cabinetry across 

one wall and a large central island in a deep Night 

Sky shade. The Minerva worktop, white wall tiles and 

light $ooring bounce the light around the room as it 

pours in the large windows.

The energetic pop of blue in the top glazed cab-

inets add another dimension to the space, and 

whilst it is a bold and modern statement, it really 

does complement the historic features of the build-

ing.

Chepstow Villas
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Howard PlaceHoward Place
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This striking, transitional kitchen combines mod-

ern cabinetry and historic architecture within a 

gorgeous Edinburgh home. The dramatic and 

eye-catching monochrome colour scheme is 

achieved by the contrasting Oyster Catcher and 

Holkham Frost shades. 

Created with ample storage, a large island sep-

arates the L-shaped layout from the dining area. 

Open shelving on one side of the island was painted 

in a matching shade to the cabinetry and provides 

a great space for displaying cookbooks and cher-

ished ornaments. 

The Howard Place kitchen uses a combination of 

J-Groove and Bar handles on Slab doors, the Bar 

handles in matching colours to the corresponding 

cabinets. 

A lovely design quirk, the alcove of an old doorway 

has ingeniously been used to house a wall cup-

board, ideal for crockery and glassware. 

Howard Place
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built for life
a dog$ life
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Georgian HallGeorgian Hall
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This is perhaps the singularly most complex kitch-

en we have ever undertaken. Every element had to 

work perfectly with every other. It goes without say-

ing the standard of cabinetry, materials and !nishes 

had to be second to none.

The true success behind the kitchen is the design 

and the way each detail $ows with another. There 

are !ve di"erent !nishes with !ve di"erent materi-

als, yet all these elements combine in such harmony 

that entering the room is like walking into a work of 

art.

Design details were incorporated to bridge the gap 

between the traditional nature of the building with 

the more contemporary functionality of a working 

kitchen. The Sub Zero & Wolf appliances are not 

only fabulous in purpose, but also look sensational 

in this majestic kitchen.

The solid American Black Walnut worktops of the 

island remind you of the beautiful natural materials 

that play a big part in this kitchen. Mesh centre-

pieces to the shaker doors demonstrate the transi-

tion between classic and contemporary.

Georgian Hall
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Norfolk VicarageNorfolk Vicarage
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Norfolk Vicarage
With its airy country-house feel, this kitchen is all 

about making the most of space, its clean lines 

se%ing o" the elegant luxury of limestone and solid 

wood.

Work surfaces in Carrara quartz, glass display cab-

inets and soaraway cupboards, solid oak crock-

ery drawers with cra#ed peg dividers, a v-groove 

island, and a choice of sinks and food prep areas 

create a practical and free-$owing space, ideal as 

the hub of family life and for entertaining guests.

Over large limestone slabs, stowaway supper trays 

in sleek-grained oak tuck into the plinth and accent 

the clever use of every corner; above, the spectacu-

lar radiance of foxed glass re$ects the garden’s so# 

natural light.

The bespoke ‘cocktail corner’ makes hosting a 

pleasure, the neat sink is framed by an eye-catch-

ing oak splashback, handy eye-level glasses cabi-

net, and swing-out storage for all the makings and 

mixers.

Whether it’s Sunday breakfast or friends for din-

ner, the deep overhang of the island o"ers perfect 

seating comfort, with room for everyone to put their 

knees.

The bifold doors glide back to reveal hidden stor-

age for appliances like the client’s Nutribullet, 

opening up a spacious smoothie-making area and 

co"ee station that runs the full depth of the work-

top.
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Chester Row
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Full of intricate details that set it apart from the 

crowd, elements of this design delight and inspire 

you wherever you look in the room.

Rich walnut is the perfect choice of timber for the 

statement island in this design, as it adds a sense of 

exclusivity and intensity that’s perfect for an island 

of this size.

The classic shaker cabinets are perfect in this 

property, they are simple and sophisticated and sit 

perfectly alongside the elegant marble.

The beauty of a Naked Kitchen is that it is entirely 

bespoke, and you can have exactly what you want. 

Chester Row
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Heathwood Gardens
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The Heathwood Gardens kitchen is a stunning 

design that uses classic colours, tall cabinetry and 

glazed units to create an eye catching room.

A beautiful scandinavian vibe is created with the 

mixture of textures and materials, that feels perfect 

for this modern take on a traditional kitchen design.

 

The utility room provides the perfect storage so 

that everything is hidden away behind the large 

shaker doors, leaving the surfaces clear and free 

from clu%er. High ceilings and a large glass window 

is perfect for !lling the room with light and keeping 

the dark cabinetry feeling fresh and light.

Shaker frugality is de!nitely something we could all 

incorporate into our homes a li%le more, as some-

times less really is more, as seen in this incredible 

kitchen.

Heathwood Gardens
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Cley

        

Cley
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Cley
The Cley Kitchen is the epitome of elegant country 

design.

This classic country kitchen shows shaker at its best 

with the use of simple lines made beautiful through 

use of natural colour and material throughout.

From the smooth Carrara marble to the resilient 

oak end grain island, multiple work surfaces give a 

varied and tactile feel to the room and maintain the 

natural ambience.

The solid, limed oak, wide plank $ooring throughout 

completes the room’s aesthetic and works perfectly 

in a country home.
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Hertfordshire ManorHertfordshire Manor
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Hertfordshire Manor
Traditional shaker cabinetry, and a mixture of ma-

terials and textures creates an incredibly natural, 

relaxing environment, that is large and open and 

perfect for socialising with friends and family. 

Delicate and understated, the Hertfordshire Manor 

Kitchen’s ambience is beautifully warm and home-

ly, with a mix of cool muted coloured cabinets and 

warm toned accessories and timber accents.

Open shelving cabinets throughout this design 

allows for displaying favourite items, meaning per-

sonality can shine in this classic kitchen in the heart 

of the countryside.  Beautiful glazed cabinets !ll the 

wall space perfectly, making the most of the high 

ceilings in this large country kitchen and bounce 

light around the room making it feel incredibly 

bright.
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Slab
Slab doors and drawer fronts o"er a huge amount of versatility to your kitchen, as they can 

work in any se%ing regardless of style. Slab doors are commonly used as overlay doors for a 

contemporary styled kitchen, but can also be placed in-frame for a more de!ned look.

Door Styles

The style of door you choose will determine a large 

part of your kitchen’s style. Discover our many op-

tions, suitable for creating all kitchen styles, from 

contemporary to classic. Remember, these door 

styles can be seen as a starting point. 

You may have visions of something far more person-

al and customised, be it painted handle details or 

the inclusion of additional materials, such as brass. 

Every door we make is completely bespoke so we 

can manufacture around your vision.
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Shaker doors are beautifully simple and historically revered as an exquisite modest furnishing. 

Made to order, our elegant Shaker doors can be all you need to turn a good kitchen into an 

incredible designer kitchen. A glazed Shaker cabinet is a beautiful addition to any kitchen, 

keeping the room light and open whilst having ample storage for your best crockery, glassware 

and other prized items.

Shaker

The Ladbroke handle epitomises beauty in simplicity. The inside of the handle tapers to create 

the perfect ergonomic grip. Each door handle is then backed with a circular disc that can also 

be personalized to your taste. Exposed wood? Painted? Or even brass perhaps? We don’t want 

to compromise your vision. That’s what makes a Naked Kitchen truly personal.

Ladbroke
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The J-Groove handle is a timeless design that works in a multitude of kitchen styles. Developed 

nearly 50 years ago, this elegant door handle detail still looks stunning in contemporary kitch-

en design, as well as a more traditional kitchen.

J-Groove

As with the Ladbroke handle, there’s almost a limitless choice of Midgard handle backings, 

from painted, to exposed-timber, to metal, the possibilities are endless! Just as with all our door 

styles, we pay a great deal of a%ention to the details, and the Midgard handle has been devel-

oped with ergonomics, aesthetics and most importantly, functionality, all in mind.

Midgard
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If you’re looking for a kitchen design that is timeless and elegant, you’ve come to the right 

place. Our classic kitchens combine traditional design with modern functionality to create the 

perfect space for cooking, dining and entertaining. 

Classic In Frame
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We don’t just create stunning cabinetry for your kitchen. We can design beautiful bespoke storage solutions 

for other rooms in your house too; such as pantries, utility rooms, boot rooms and dressing rooms. However, the 

possibilities do not end there, if you have another room in mind please get in touch and we will be happy to work 

with you to create any cabinetry you desire.

Other Rooms
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A boot room can be a practical haven, o"ering plenty of storage for shoes and coats in style. 

The simple elegance of a bespoke shaker cabinet is all it takes to transform the disorganised 

cacophony of hats, coats and boots into a sophisticated and welcoming boot room. We can 

design shoe racks, peg rails, shelving, bench seats and more to ensure your boot room is not 

only beautiful but incredible practical too!

Boot Room
Pantries are becoming more popular than ever in clients’ homes. Acting as the perfect stor-

age haven for food, crockery and household items, a pantry can be a brilliant solution for 

keeping your kitchen tidy and clu%er-free. If space doesn’t allow for a separate pantry room, 

we can also design clever built-in larder units to !t within your main kitchen cabinetry and 

provide you with equally useful storage space!

Pantry
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Get dressed in style in a sophisticated, fully custom dressing room, made to suit your needs with tailor-made 

features. Lending itself to practicality and style, our made-to-measure wardrobes make excellent use of space 

allowing for ample storage and a polished look both inside and out. Whether that is as a fabulous !%ed walk in 

wardrobe or a beautifully bespoke built in wardrobe,

we have styles to suit everyone.

If you are a#er a slightly di"erent option to our built-in designs, we also o"er a range of stylish wardrobes at 

incredibly a"ordable prices. These are all available for you to purchase online in the same bespoke colour and 

style options as our kitchen cabinets.

Dressing Room & Wardrobes 
There is nothing to say that a utility room should equate to poor aesthetic. By its very nature, a utility room is of-

ten one of the most utilised rooms in the house, so it’s a shame to overlook this space at the design stage. O#en 

a major entry point of the working end of a house, it is frequently a lot more visible than people think.

If required, we can modify some material speci!cations to keep costs under control, yet maintain the same sim-

ple elegance of our kitchens. This can transform a dull utility room into a lovely, functional space to work in.

Utility
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Our Showroom

Visiting our showroom is a great way to meet our designers and have some incredibly 

valuable one-to-one time to discuss your project. We are just as happy designing a 

kitchen with you, as we are working directly from your own plans. We also work with 

architects and interior designers all the time. For many of them, we are just like their 

own not so li%le private manufacturing facility. 

Meeting our designers and looking at our showroom kitchens is a brilliant way to 

get started, but no visit is complete without a tour of the factory. Here you get a real 

sense of our passion for design and excellence, and it’s a great way to get inspired as 

you embark on your new kitchen project.

Hangar 4,

Blenheim Way,

West Raynham Business Park,

Fakenham,

Norfolk,

NR21 7PL

Mon - Fri 9.00 - 17.30

Please contact us to book a visit to our showroom so we can ensure a designer is 

available to meet with you.

01328 838 854

info@nakedkitchens.com

nakedkitchens.com

Contact Us


